DMG MORI Messenger

Maximum productivity - detailed analyses and reports for all mobile devices and computers.

www.dmgmori.com
DMG MORI Messenger provides a range of data analyses to give you a structured overview of your production and machines.

**Your advantages**

+ Real-time machine status
+ Status history charts and analyses
+ Workpiece counter charts and analyses
+ Override chart and alarm history
+ Program runtime calculation
+ Easy generation of PDF or Excel reports for saving and printing of charts
New for DMG and MORI machines

Less downtime & greater productivity

DMG MORI Messenger offers real-time detailed machine status information – anytime and anywhere. Now you can keep an eye on your production to ensure smooth operations.

**Highlights**

+ Real-time online monitoring of your DMG and MORI machines
+ Applications for all mobile devices and web browsers
+ Real-time machine status display
+ Detailed machine status information
+ Minimized downtime for maximum production potential
+ Comprehensive range of analyses and reports
DMG MORI Messenger Information

The information you need for maximum productivity

Don’t waste valuable time. DMG MORI Messenger gives you the tools to immediately adjust to production discrepancies. Whether for a single machine or multi-machine production line, status information is presented in a clear, linear format.

Access to control-specific information:

- Machine type
- Machine status via signal lamp
- Previous run time
- NC program name
- Planned and actual quantity
- Override value
- Run time for the previous and current workpiece
- Error and warning messages
- Axis positions and capacity utilization (only for MORI machines)
DMC-Cologne GmbH & Co. KG operates as a technology service provider for dentists and laboratories while also partnering with machine manufacturers and materials specialists. The core of their success is the combination of dental expertise and manufacturing equipment, with two ULTRASONIC 20 linear machines, including one equipped with a PH 3|100 robotic handling system.

In order to be able to retrieve status information anywhere and at any time, Managing Director Frank Wallossek installed DMG MORI Messenger on both of their machines: “We are constantly updated on the status of our two ULTRASONIC machines which enables us to quickly respond to issues and realize the full potential of our production processes.”
Supported controls
Siemens 840Dsl, Heidenhain iTNC530, Heidenhain Mill Plus iT V600, Heidenhain TNC620 / 640, Heidenhain CNC-Pilot 620 / 640 *, MORI SEIKI MAPPS via MTConnect, as well as controls and machines from other manufacturers (via IO server)
* available from NC: V688945 V03.

System requirements
+ Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit), Windows Server 2008 R2
+ Minimum: 4 GB RAM
+ Minimum: 20 GB Memory

Visit us online for a demonstration!
Test DMG MORI Messenger for free at:

CONTACT
Sales & Support
DMG MORI SEIKI Manufacturing USA, Inc.
Surya Kommareddy – Sales
Tel: (530) 746-7549
SKommareddy@dmgmori-usa.com